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Letters calling for volunteers need to be concise, clear, and to the point. Pinpoint specific actions as well as
their direct results. Our Navy is what it is today because of the foundations that you helped to build and forge.
By: Shawn Snow Fingers came back to point at Furness. According to 1st Lt. I wish to express my sincere
appreciation for your superlative performance during the period of 01 October to 31 December  Be sure to
include what you are sincerely grateful for and why. Your professional performance is invaluable to the
command and sets an example for others to emulate. These students had no other tutor services available to
them to supplement time with their instructors. Displaying exceptional customer service and administrative
skills, he assisted in the tracking of over 2, pieces of official correspondence, including the preparation of
routine letters, command instructions and notices, personal award recommendations and periodic evaluations
with little to no supervision. Some rumors circulating the barracks at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, are
partially true. I extend my sincere appreciation for your hard work. You ought to repeal it immediately. Earlier
start times and mandatory PT each morning the cause. Thank you shipmate for carrying the torch and lighting
the way, leading other sailors so that they might complete the mission at hand. Punishing an entire division is
odd, Uriarte said, noting that he personally never had seen that before. After that, there will be quarterly
division stand downs. But it is still pretty unique for a commanding general to take such hold from up high.
Letters to Volunteers Letters to volunteers are letters written to people who freely offer to undertake a task or
take part in an enterprise. It is, therefore, advisable to include only the details the recipient needs to decide
whether to pitch in or not. Although your time here has come to an end, please note that your expertise,
commitment, and unfailing support are more than noteworthy. I take pleasure in commending him for a job
Well Done. That loyalty and dedication were significant sources of strength for your wife during arduous duty
and exemplified the highest traditions of patriotism. You can win battles without boot bands or rolled sleeves.
Letters to volunteers should be formal and must follow the normal business letter format. Your dedication and
efforts are commendatory. He insists that he and his peers have been lamenting about a lack of discipline
crawling across the Corps for the past years. You consistently grew in your corpsman skills and responsibility
by assisting Marines in your squadron in meeting medical requirements, reviewing and maintaining records
and updating medical databases. You assisted in revitalizing our medical program with your understanding of
how to get the job done. Please present her with this letter of appreciation and Command Coin for excellence
as a token of our thanks for your efforts. Landon Hill for his generosity. I would like to extend my sincere
appreciation for a job Well Done.


